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OLD BUILDING REHABILITATION
04 BAYT AJDAD JERICHO STATE OF PALESTINE

Concrete Block Wall To Be Removed

Concrete Block Wall And Door To Be Removed

Concrete Block Wall And Door To Be Removed To 2.1 m Height

Concrete Block Wall And Door To Be Removed

Door To Be Removed

Concrete Block Wall To Be Removed To 2.1 m Height

Window and Steel Protection To Be Removed below window To Be Removed

Concrete Block Wall And Door To Be Removed

Tile raw in hatched area to be demolish and replace by matching the existing tile raw in hatched area to be demolish and replace by matching the existing

Window and Steel Protection and Wall To Be Removed

Window and Steel Protection To Be Removed

Door To Be Removed

Concrete Block Wall E To Be Removed To 1 m Height

Concrete Block Wall To Be Removed To 2.3 m Height

Dental Clinic To Be Remain

Note:
- All windows to be removed
- All paint to be removed

ENTRANCE

Dental Clinic To Be Remain
BAYT AJDAD JERICHO
STATE OF PALESTINE

300x300x8MM NON SLIP PORCELAIN TILES

LOCAL MARBLE 2CM THICK

600x600x8MM NON SLIP PORCELAIN TILES

300x300x8MM NON SLIP PORCELAIN TILES
BAYT AJDAD JERICHO

STATE OF PALESTINE

Concrete block wall to be build

Tile raw in hatched area to be demolish and replace by matching the existing

Steel Protection to be maintained and painted

Wall To Be Removed

To 2.1 Height

Window and Steel Protection To Be Removed

Wall To Be Removed

To 2.1 Height

New Concrete block wall to be build, Plaster and paint

Concrete Block Wall To Be Removed

New Concrete block wall to be build, Plaster and paint

New Aluminum Window (W1)

New Metal Door (MD1)

New Wood Door (WD3)

New Aluminum Window (W2)

New Floor Tile: 600x600x10MM NON SLIP PORCELAIN TILES

New Wood Door (WD1)

New Concrete block wall to be build, Plaster and paint

Notes:

- All possible in graphic provided except in vermilion
- Wall/Plaster/curtain demarcation unclear
- UNDP logo
Concrete block wall to be built.

New Concrete Block wall to be built, Plaster and paint.

New Aluminum Window (W1)
New Wood Door (WD1)

New Floor Tile: 600x600x10MM Non Slip Porcelain Tiles

Old Trazzo Tile 300x300MM

Window To Be Removed
Steel Protection to be maintained and painted

Wood Door To Be Removed

AS BUILT
Proposed
Window and Steel Protection to be Removed.

Wood Door to Be Removed.

Concrete Block to Be Removed.

Window To Be Removed.

Steel Protection to be maintained and painted.

Concrete Block Wall to be Removed to 2.1 m Height.

Door to Be Closed.

Steel Protection to be maintained and painted.

New Aluminum Window (W1).

New Floor Tile: 600x600x10MM NON SLIP PORCELAIN TILES.

New Wood Door (WD1).

New Aluminum Window (W1).

New Aluminum Window (W1).

Concrete Block Wall To Be Removed To 2.1 m Height.

Tile raw in hatched area to be demolish and replace by matching the existing.

New Wood Door (WD1).

New Aluminum Window (W1).

CLINIC (3).

CLINIC (1).

CLINIC (3).

CLINIC (1).

G-03.

G-02.
External cable To Be Removed
External Drainage To Be Removed
External Drainage To Be Removed
External Drainage To Be Removed
Steel Protection to be maintained and painted
External Plaster to be maintained and painted
Opening To Be Closed
Stairs To Be Removed
Opening To Be Closed
Metal Door to be maintained and painted
Opening To Be Closed
External Drainage To Be Removed

NOTES:
1. All public in grade provided except in m.
2. Roof Torino color: gray & black
3. External Drainage: color: black
4. External cable: color: black
5. Steel Protection: color: black
External Plaster to be maintained and painted
Steel Protection to be maintained and painted
ELEVATION 3
SCALE 1/100
Steel Protection to be maintained and painted

External Plaster to be maintained and painted

Scale 1/100
NEW BUILDING REHABILITATION
BAYT AJDAD JERICHO
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New Kitchen
Rehabilitation W.C
Rehabilitation W.C

Ceiling 3.15m
CAFETERIA REHABILITATION
Wall Tile To Be Removed

Sink To Be Removed

Fixed Window To Be Opened as Door

Wall Tile To Be Removed

Calling 1.46cm

Sink To Be Removed

Wall Tile To Be Removed

40.00 E.L
Steel Window to be maintained and painted

33
3D VIEWS
3D View
3D View